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A model for electron field emission from carbon nanotubessCNTsd has been developed and
modeling results are presented. The model assumes that for high emission currents, part of the
electrons behave as quasifree. As a result, the spatial confinement quantization of their states
appears, the tunneling field emission taking place from these states into the vacuum. The probability
of finding an electron in a small axial interval is higher close to the CNT cylindrical body, while the
extraction field is higher on the CNT hemispherical tip. These two opposite trends lead to
enhancement of the CNT lateral field emission for higher extraction voltages. The model outlines
the possibility of inhomogeneous electron field emission for very thin CNTs at high emission levels
and the appearance of peculiar ring-shaped and/or spot-shaped field emission images, in accordance
to available experimental observations.© 2005 American Vacuum Society.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Carbon nanotubessCNTsd are actively investigated fo
their field emission properties. Experimental results1–8 have
disclosed many peculiarities of CNT field electron emiss
The field emission images on the anode plane usually
one central spot or small groups of spots that appear
symmetrically arranged close to the center. However
high fields/high temperature conditions, more complic
sFEd images comprising emission rings or auras surroun
the central emission spots may appear. Normally one m
presume that such circular features could be assigne
some opened CNTs present in the film cathode. Neverth
there is strong evidence that ring images appear in the
of closed CNTs too.4,8 Conventional theoretic
simulations9,10 consider that the electron emission proce
from electronic states localized near the CNT apex, w
the electric field has its highest values. This approach
counts for basic features of the CNT emission process
may not explain the appearance of peculiar ring-shaped
emission images.

In this article, a model for field emission from CNTs
developed. The model refers to a capped nanotube wit
lindrical body and hemispherical cap. It is assumed tha
high electric fields/high emission currents, part of the e
trons behave as quasifree.11,12As a result of the spatial co
finement, quantization of their states appears and the tu
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ing field emission takes place from these states into
vacuum. The electron localization in the radial directio
considered so tight that the corresponding position param
could be disregarded in the description of the electr
quantum state. As a consequence, the electron is regar
a purely two-dimensional object evolving on a surface c
posed by a cylindrical body with a hemispherical term
tion. The electron is bound to this structure with some
form potential energy −W0. Thus, the Schrödinger equat
for the single electron can be solved separately on the c
drical and spherical parts of the structure and the corresp
ing solutions can be connected smoothly at the circula
tersection of the two regions. Periodic boundary condit
are imposed to the solution on the cylindrical part. The
quirement that the eigenvaluessenergiesd of the correspon
dent solutions on both regions be equal leads to sele
relations to be satisfied by the related quantum number
a consequence, many of the electronic states that are po
on the two regions when taken separately turn out t
forbidden for the capped nanotube. The selection of the
sible electronic states under the aforementioned com
conditions is determined by the geometric parameters o
tube, namely, the ratio between its length and diameter
occupation of the allowed one-electron states is consid
as governed by the usual Fermi statistics. Together wit
quantum probability of finding an electron in some spec
area of the surface, this gives the electron distribution o
tube, which is one of the key factors determining the elecl:

field emission from the CNT. Another key factor is the ap-

649/23 „2…/649/8/$22.00 ©2005 American Vacuum Society
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650 Filip et al. : Ring-shaped images as a result of nonuniform field emission 650
plied extraction field. The probability of finding an electr
in a small axial interval is higher close to or on the C
cylindrical body, while the extraction field is higher on
CNT hemispherical tip. These two opposite trends lea
enhancement of the CNT lateral field emission for hig
extraction voltages. As a result, for high field/high curr
conditions, nonuniform field emission images may app
comprising brighter rings and darker central sites. The
traction field and the electron trajectories have been num
cally computed using Simion13 for a nanotube-on-post dio
configuration.

II. PHYSICAL MODEL

The model used in this article for the electron behavio
the CNT sheet follows roughly the lines developed in R
11. Using a continuous one-particle approximation, the e
tron is considered as a quasifree object evolving on a
two-dimensional manifold. The model takes into accou
cylindrical sheet of lengthL, terminated smoothly by a hem
sphere of the same diameter, as depicted in Fig. 1sand no
only the hemispherical cap11d. The tube has a radiusr0 and
the z axis of the system of coordinates is chosen alon
axis. The origin of thez axis is taken as an intersection w
the cylinder-hemisphere common plane, its positive s
being toward the hemisphere tip. Convenient position pa
eters for the hemisphere are the azimuth anglew and the
relative coordinatez=z/ r0, while for the cylindrical surface
w and j=z/L will be used. By setting an overall positio
invariant electron potential energy −W0 sW0.0d sRef. 11d
on both the cylinder and the hemisphere, well-known pr
dures can be readily used to construct and solve the
dimensional Schrödinger equation, separately in the
regions.12

Thus, the general solution on the hemispheres0øzø1d,
11,14,15

FIG. 1. Field emission configuration considered for the present theor
analysis. The CNT has a cylindrical body and a hemispherical cap. Fo
infinitesimal circular strip area on the CNT cap of axial positionz and width
dz, a specific amount of available electrons and a local extraction fie
considered.
which remains finite on the tip, can be written as
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ul,m
s sz,wd = CÎ sl + md!

s2l + 1dsl − md!
Pl,mszdFmswd, s1d

whereC is some undetermined constant,l andm are integer
such thatl is non-negative andm=−l ,−l +1,… , l. The sym
bol Pl,mszd stands for the associated Legendre function15 nor-
malized on the intervalf0, 1g and

Fmswd =
1

Î2p
eimw. s2d

The related allowed electron energies are

El =
"2

2m0r0
2lsl + 1d − W0. s3d

On the cylindrical part of the manifold, the general so
tion reads

ucsj,wd = sAeiVj + Be−iVjdFmswd, s4d

whereA andB are undetermined constants and

V =Î2m0L
2

"2 SE + W0 −
"2m2

2m0r0
2D s5d

for E. s"2m2d / s2m0L
2d−W0. As the electronic state shou

not change after a rotation with 2p around thez-axis, it
follows thatm takes integer values in Eq.s4d, too.

The overall solution as well as its first derivatives sho
be continuous at the intersection of the two regions.14 There-
fore, for everyw[ f0,2pg, we may write

ul,m
s s0,wd = ucs0,wd s6d

and

1

r0

]ul,m
s

]z
s0,wd =

1

L

]uc

]j
s0,wd. s7d

It is quite clear that Eqs.s6d ands7d occur for thesame valu
of the energyon the both sides of the equalities. That is
Eq. s5d one should replace the value of the energy give
Eq. s3d. Thus, V sand consequentlyuc tood turns into a
sl ,md-dependent quantity

Vl,m =
L

r0

Îlsl + 1d − m2. s8d

Also, Eq.s6d implies first that the values ofm in the cylinder
solution of Eq.s4d should be the same as those allowed
the hemisphere solution, namely,m=−l ,−l , +1,… , l, for ev-
ery non-negative integerl.

It is worthy to note here that the form of Eq.s8d and the
previous limitations in the ranges ofl andm imposed by th
necessary connection with the hemisphere solution ac
rule out any nonoscillating solution on the cylinder sh
For such a solution to exist it would be needed thatlsl +1d
øm2, which leads to the trivial resultl =m=0 only.

In addition to these general conclusions, Eqs.s6d and s7d
allow also the computation of the constantsA andB from Eq.
s4d as multiples of the constantC of Eq. s1d. Finally, C

l
h

results from the overall normalization condition
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E
−1

0 E
0

2p

uul,m
c sj,wdu2dw dj +E

0

1E
0

2p

uul,m
s sz,wdu2dw dz = 1. s9d

As the behavior of the associated Legendre functions and of their first derivatives at the connection pointz=0 differs upon th
parity of the suml +m,15 the final result for the quasifree electronic wave function naturally splits in two cases. Thul
+m=even integer, we get

cl
msz,wd = Fmswd 35

Pl,ms0d

ÎLF1 +
1

2
fPl,ms0dg2G cosF z

r0

Îlsl + 1d − m2G ,
for − L ø zø 0

1

Îr0F1 +
1

2
fPl,ms0dg2GPl,mS z

r0
D ,

for 0 ø zø r0

s10d

and for the casel +m=odd integer, the result is

cl
msz,wd = Fmswd 35

Pl,m8 s0d

ÎLFlsl + 1d − m2 +
1

2
fPl,m8 s0dg2G

sinF z

r0

Îlsl + 1d − m2G ,
for − L ø zø 0

Î lsl + 1d − m2

r0Flsl + 1d − m2 +
1

2
fPl,m8 s0dg2GPl,mS z

r0
D , for 0 ø zø r0.
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Up to this point no boundary condition was questione
the other end of the CNT model. In many situations this
be a contact to a substrate or a physical boundary w
properties are difficult to define. However, any supplem
tary condition imposed at this end will certainly enforce n
restrictions on the allowed quasifree states labeled byl and
m. Therefore, for convenience reasons, we take such su
mentary constraints as being thesvery usual in crystal phys
icsd periodic boundary conditions

cl,msz,wd = cl,msz+ L,wd. s12d

When applied to the wave functions in both cases of
s10d and s11d, this condition leads toVl,m=2np, for l +m
=even integerand Vl,m=np, for l +m=odd integer, for any
non-vanishing integern. In other words, the supplementa
constraint imposed by the new boundary condition on
values ofl and m is that the quantitysL /pr0d2flsl +1d−m2g
should be thesquare of an even nonvanishing integer, for l
+m=even integerand thesquare of any nonvanishing int
ger, for l +m=odd integer.

Following Ref. 11, Eqs.s10d and s11d may be used t
define a probability density of the axial electron localiza
on the capped CNT:

p
l

m

szd =E
0

2p

uCl
msz,wdu2dw. s13d
This expression defines the probability of finding a
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sl ,md-state electron in a circular strip area of extentdz,
around the axial positionz on the capped tube. By also ta
ing into account the statistical occupancy of these states
may readily define the axial density of the quasifree elec
on the CNT11

dnz
free

dz
= o

l=0

`

fsEld o
m=−l

l

p
l

m

szd, s14d

where, for convenience,

fsEld = 2s2l + 1dF1 + expS El

kBT
DG−1

s15d

is the Fermi–Dirac function, corrected for the spin anm
degeneracy.

The quantity defined in Eq.s14d is essentially what ma
be detected by scanning tunneling microscopysSTMd along
longitudinal axes of real CNTs16 and thus allows direct com
parison of the model predictions with related experime
data and extraction of useful information about the ac
content of quasifree electrons on the CNT.

Another type of experimental investigation may be
formed by field electron emission. In order to compute
field emission current due to the quasifree electrons
capped CNT one should rely on some vacuum tunn
mechanism. Following the previous work of Ref. 11 we s
use the WKB approximation and write the tunneling pr

ability from a specified position on the CNT as
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Dlszd = expF−
4

3

Î2m0

"

sx − E1d3/2

eFszd
G , s16d

whereFszd is the local value of the applied field strength
some pointz on the surface of the CNT andx is the work
function of the CNT taken as 4.7 eV.

The semiclassical approximation may not seem quite
propriate for the specific case of CNT field emission. Ne
theless, we will make use of its simplicity since the m
purpose of this article is not to compute accurate field e
sion currents, but to outline field emission inhomogene
observable in field emission imaging experiments, which
presumably due to the presence of quasifree electron
CNTs.

The electronic states described by Eqs.s10d ands11d carry
no radial current. Therefore the tunneling of an electron
tween such states and the states in the vacuum shou
described in the framework of decay phenomena by u
the semiclassical concept of attempt-to-escape rates17,18,11

nl
m =

y l
m

2t
, s17d

wheret is so-called localization parameter andy l
m is a char

acteristic velocity of the statesl ,md.18 From the classica
point of view, in a plane perpendicular to the tube axis,
electron appears to rotate with the angular momentumm".
Therefore,y l

m could be taken asumu" /m0r0 and 2t would
equal 2pr0. The attempt-to-escape rate could be thus wr
as y l

m= umu" /2pm0r0
2. Nevertheless, one may observe t

while this expression is a reasonable estimate for the ele
attempt-to-escape rate for each case withmÞ0, it precludes
the emission of nonrotating electrons, for whichm=0. For
this last situation, the form of the attempt-to-escape rate
in Ref. 11 will be adopted. Therefore, we may write

y l
m =5

"Îlsl + 1d
2m0r0

2 , for m= 0

"umu
2pm0r0

2 , for mÞ 0.

s18d

By using Eqs.s13d ands15d–s17d, we can now define th
axial distribution of the emission currentsi.e., the emissio
current from a CNT circular strip between the coordinatz
andz+dzd as

dI

dz
szd = eo

l=0

`

fsEldDlszd o
m=−l

l

nl
mp

l

m

szd. s19d

This expression gives the emission current linked to e
site on the CNT. Local fields and electron trajectory com
tations can be further used in order to derive field emis

images projected on the anode plane.
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III. ELECTRIC FIELD AND ELECTRON
TRAJECTORIES COMPUTING

The electric fieldF0 on a sharp emitter of radiusr0 ssuch
as a needle in front of the anode planed may be obtaine
using the empirical formula19

F0 =
Va

sr0
, s20d

whereVa is the anode voltage ands is a self-screening fact
usually taken as 5.

However, in order to describe the field emission pro
taking place from different areas of the emitter, a more
tailed approach is needed. The electric field distribution
been computed using theSIMION 3D 7.0 software package13

for a nanotube-on-post diode configuration. The nanot
on-post arrangement corresponds to experimental situa
where the CNT is grown on metallic “needles.” The lengt
the postsneedled, taken ashp=6.25mm, is much larger tha
the CNT lengthL=20 nm. As a result, the electric fieldF0 on
the CNT tip depends mostly on the CNT radiusr0 and anod
voltageVa but sfor practical purposesd does not depend o
the nanotube lengthL.

Several general considerations for usingSIMION to mode
field emission devices are presented in Ref. 20. The pro
numerically solves the Laplace equation for the potential
derivatives being approximated by finite differences usi
lattice with constant mesh size. However, mult
instances13 are allowed. Instances are self-contained p
lems that are connected through common boundary c
tions. Different instances may have different mesh step s
allowing one to model structures with fine details such
field emitters. Complex structural configurations could
precisely defined using geometry files. These two prog
features have been used in the present modeling app
The first instance comprises the 16.25-µm-wide region be
tween the anode and cathode electrodessof which hp

=6.25mm is the post height andd=10 mm is the CNT tip to
anode plane spacingd, the lattice step size beings1

=6.25 nm. The second instance, showing in Fig. 2, mo
the 150-nm-wide region containing the CNT tip and bo
the lattice step size beings2=0.1 nm. Finally, the regio
close to the CNT tip, shown in Fig. 3, is modeled by
“Instance 3” for which the lattice step iss3=s2/64 nm.

The computed electric field for several CNT radii
shown in Fig. 4, the abscissa coordinate being the no
ized axial positionz=z/ r0. The anode potential consider
for computation isVa=100 V, but field values are scalab
with Va. However, the field emitted electrons have traje
ries which depend on the applied potential, although
changes are significant only for high fields. In Fig. 5,
radial position of the electron impact point on the an
plane is plotted as a function of its departuresnormalized

axiald positionz=z/ r0.
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IV. MODELING RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS

The physical model presented above is devoted to
behavior of the very mobile electrons on the CNT sh
These electrons are described as quasifree and found to
under the quantum constraints imposed by the specific
tial confinement. It may be asserted that the behavior o
quasifree electrons strongly influences both the charge t
port in CNTs and their field emission properties. The pre
study reveals that a CNT should not be treated simply
pipe for electronsseven if the lower dimensionality is tak
into accountd. Rather, the CNT should be considered a
“two-dimensional resonant structure,” which may enfo
various selective constraints for the electronic waves. Re
STM explorations of local electron density on CNTs16 seem
to sustain such a viewpoint. In order to make a compar
to our model’s predictions we have computed the axial e

FIG. 2. Electron trajectories for the midrange regionf“Instance 2” for com
puting the electric field with SimionsRef. 13dg.

FIG. 3. Electron trajectories for the region close to the CNT capf“Instance

3” for computing the electric field with SimionsRef. 13dg.

JVST B - Microelectronics and Nanometer Structures
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tron density through Eq.s14d. Some results, obtained for tw
CNT diameters and for two values of the parameterW0

swhich is strictly related to the quasifree electronic conte12d
are displayed in Fig. 6. There is a visible similarity betw
these diagrams and the STM measurements of Ref
While the current explanation of such images relies ent
on the tight binding electronic model16 and are viewed as
projection of the intimate atomic structure of the CNT,
similarity with the diagrams of Fig. 6 at least indicates
the contribution of the quasifree electrons to the net ex
mental results should not be ruled out. As might have
expected, there is a high sensitivity of the axial quas
electron distribution to both the tube dimensions and its
tent of quasifree electrons. By taking special care to dis
ate the signals produced by the tightly bound electrons,
features might obviously be speculated for future inten
exploration of CNTs through STM studies. Therefore, it m
be expected that further work in this directionscomprising
both more specialized measurements and related mode

FIG. 4. Electric field on the CNTscap and bodyd as function of the norma
ized axial position on the CNTz=z/ r0.

FIG. 5. Radial coordinate of the electron impact point on the anode pla

function of its departuresnormalized axiald positionz=z/ r0.
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654 Filip et al. : Ring-shaped images as a result of nonuniform field emission 654
putations with more adequate boundary conditionsd could
bring valuable insight to the field of electron transpor
such nanostructures as CNTs.

As it is already well known, the electron field emiss
from CNTs provides an alternative opportunity to exp
their electronic structure. In particular, the techniques of
emission imaging1–3,5clearly reveal that the electrons are
homogeneously emitted from the CNT’s cap. In many si
tions the images are consistent with the field emission
the atomic sites on the CNT’s cap, where the tightly boun
electrons tend to concentrate and where high local field
hancement occur.2,9,10 Even configuration changes of t
CNT cap structure can be visualized in this way.1,2 Neverthe
less, other CNT field emission imaging effects remain u
plained in such a discrete model. Thus, one may frequ
observe the formation of homogeneous rings surroundin
field emission image from a CNT.2–5 Also, singular homoge
neous emission spots produced by individual CNTs ap
together with ring images in experiments performed
broader area of a CNT film.3,5 Moreover, the density of th
emission sites in CNT films seems to be usually too low
be assigned to the electrostatic screening of the local ex
tion field only.3,5,21These observations lead to the hypoth
that quasifree electrons may also have their contributio
the field emission from CNTs. In order to support this
sumption we applied our continuous model to single C
of various configurations and obtained the final field em
sion image on an anode placed perpendicularly on the
axis. As pointed out in Ref. 11, the extraction field value
the CNT surface is not expected to be uniform. In fact th
is a steepstwo-three timesd decrease of the field from th
CNT’s tip toward its bodyssee Fig. 4d. In a normal field
emitter, this should give rise to an intense current from
tip and an even steeper decrease of the emission towa
body. Nevertheless, as shown in the results depicted in
6, the quantum behavior of the quasifree electrons in su
structure allows a nonuniform distribution of the elect
density on the CNT, which convolutes with the tunne
probability into the vacuum. From the competition of th

FIG. 6. Computed axial electron density through Eq.s14d, obtained for two
CNT diameters and for two values of the parameterW0.
two factors, a much more complicated axial current distribu-
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tion occurs. As the allowed electronic states are strictly
termined by the tube dimensionsflength and diameter, c
Eqs.s10d and s11dg and by the substrate boundary condi
of Eq. s12d, it follows that these configuration paramet
and conditions will also determine the axial distribution
the emission current.

One may easily distinguish two different types of C
configurations: one for whichno electronic statewith van-
ishing quantum numberm is allowed and the other, f
which the valuem=0 is possible. Physically, a nonvanish
value of m means that the electron has a certain amou
axial angular momentum, that is it “rotates” around thez axis
and always bears an average lateral “position” on the tu11

The localization probability at the CNT’s tip, atz=r0, van-
ishes formÞ0, cf. Eqs.s10d, s11d, ands13d. On the contrary
the localization probability for an electron withm=0 is al-
ways nonzero. It is then clear that, from the field emis
point of view, these two distinct situations imply either v

FIG. 7. Axial emission current distributionsdI /dszd for several CNT situa
tionssr0,Ld and applied voltagesVa, for which emission from the CNT ap
is allowed to take place.
ishing emission from the CNT’s tipswhenm=0 is forbiddend
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or nonvanishing tip emissionswhenm=0 is allowedd. These
two situations will obviously generate distinct images on
anode: ring images only will appear whenm=0 is forbidden
and central spots, eventually surrounded by ringssof more or
less uniform brightnessd will be displayed whenm=0 is al-
lowed.

In order to illustrate the appearance of these two dis
types of field emission images, we have considered two
responding types of CNT configurations. Thus, for Fig. 7
chose tube configurationssindicated on the figured that allow
states withm=0 and the axial distribution of the emissi
current is computed for several values of the anode pote
It can be seen that, as suggested in Ref. 11, the differe
emission current is far from having a regular behavior on
CNT’s cap and body. Non vanishing emission from the ti
found in all these situations.

Taking into account the electron trajectories, also c
puted withSIMION,13 we were able to obtain the related i
ages that should appear on the anode plane. These im
conventionally drawn in grayscale with “white” color attr
uted to the maximum value of the current density, are sh
in Fig. 8. The emission from the tip is visible in almost
images, but in the upper row there is a somehow puz
behavior: The higher voltage images seem to be actuall
nular. However, a glance at the related diagrams of F
shows that this is not actually the case; there is nonvanis
emission from the tip, but the lateral emission is much m
consistent. This situation occurs in very thin tubes, wh
along with possiblestates withm=0, more probablestates
with mÞ0 and comparable energies are occupied. Thus
der very high extraction fields, such “laterally localize
states will produce more consistent currents than the s

11

FIG. 8. Anode plane field emission imagesswith allowed emission from th
CNT apexd. The images correspond to the current distributions show
Fig. 7.
“localized” on the tip area.
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The purely annular type of field emission images is il
trated by the diagrams of Fig. 9 and by the related imag
Fig. 10. For these cases, special tube configurations
been chosen, which forbid electronic states withm=0. The
difference from the previous case is obvious: While the
ferential emission current is still highly inhomogene
along the CNT axis, no emission occurs from the tip. A
consequence, very clear annular images should appear
anode. For thicker tubes, it can be seen that even mu
rings can be obtained. However, in very high extrac
fields, these rings coalesce and recede to the outermos
of the imagessee the lowest row of Fig. 10d.

We may also note that, besides the two major cases
trated above, one very frequently gets tube configuration
which the axial current distribution is almost zero at
position on the CNT. Such situations appear when th
lowed quasifree electronic states have too high energies

FIG. 9. Axial emission current distributionsdI /dszd for several CNT situa
tions sr0,Ld and applied voltagesVa, for which the emission from the CN
apex is forbidden.
occupied with any significant chance. They may account for
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the vast number of CNTs, from usualseven well-alignedd
films, which emit no electrons, even at very large anode
tentials.

Finally, we observe that, even if very simple, the quasi
electron model can be used as an analytical tool in
clarifying the transport properties of CNTs and develop
controlled growth of CNT-based high-brightness field em
sion cathodes.

V. CONCLUSIONS

A model was constructed in order to describe the beha
of quasifree electrons on a CNT. The CNT was modeled
continuous two-dimensional manifold comprising a cylin
cal body with a hemispherical termination. The quan
constraints imposed by the specific spatial confinemen
termine the apparition of a specific set of one-particle s
for the quasifree electrons. The longitudinal distribution
the quasifree electron density can thus be computed
shown to have spatial periodicity as detected in STM m
surements. By applying the same model to a diode con

FIG. 10. Anode plane field emission imagesswith forbidden emission from
the CNT apexd. The images correspond to the current distributions show
Fig. 9.
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ration of the CNT, the nonhomogeneous extraction fiel
its surface can be obtained and used to compute the
distribution of the field emission current. If further bound
conditions are imposed to the other end of the structuresthe
substrate contactd the model outlines the possibility of inh
mogeneous electron field emission for very thin CNT
high emission levels and the appearance of peculiar
shaped and/or spot-shaped field emission imagessas well as
no-emission situationsd, in accordance to available expe
mental observations.
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